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This invention relates to means for varying the elec 
trical length of a line, and particularly to means for 
varying the inductance of a line without varying the 
physical length thereof. 

This invention has particular applicability to tuning 
circuits of the coaxial line resonator type. Tunable 
coaxial resonator lines are known which employ capaci 
tive tuning for varying the frequency of the line. An ex 
ample of such tuning is disclosed in the copending ap 
plication Serial No. 303,457, ?led August 9, 1952, John 
O. Silvey inventor, assigned to the same assignee as this 
application, wherein there is shown a tuner for ultra 
high frequencies. Tuning or frequency variation is ac 
complished by varying the capacity between the inner 
and outer conductors of the coaxial line resonator. The 
coaxial line is short-circuited at one end and the capacity 
of the line is varied by positioning at the open end of 
the line a cap surrounding a portion of the inner con 
ductor and contacting the outer conductor, thereby con 
trolling the capacity between the conductors. 
An important application of the present invention is 

in improving the tuning range of the above-mentioned 
coaxial line resonator by increasing the electrical length 
of the line. 
An important object of the present invention is the 

provision of a simple and economical means for varying 
the electrical length of the tuned line. 
A feature of the invention is the provision of means 

for varying the electrical length of the line without 
changing the physical length thereof. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide 
an improved tunable circuit of the coaxial line type. 
Another feature of the present invention is to provide 

an inner conductor for the coaxial line which is readily 
interchangeable and requires no change in the coaxial 
line for the utilization thereof. 

In accordance with one aspect of applicants’ invention 
there is provided a variable inductance line comprising 
a conductor having grooves formed on its surface thereof. 
A sleeve is provided which ?ts snugly over the conductor 
.and movably over the grooves to short circuit variable 
numbers of said grooves, whereby the electrical length 
may be varied without changing the physical length of 
the line. 

In accordance with another aspect of applicants’ in 
vention, there is provided a tunable coaxial line com 
prising an outer conductor and an inner conductor con 
centric therewith and spaced therefrom. The coaxial 
line is shorted at one end thereof and has positioned at 
the opposite end a capacitive cap for varying the capacity 
between the conductors. The inner conductor has 
grooves formed over a portion thereof to increase the 
inductance of the line so that the electrical length of the 
line is increased without increasing the physical length 
of the line. 

The above-mentioned and other features and objects 
of this invention and the manner of attaining them will 
become more apparent and the invention itself will be 
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best understood, by reference to the following description 
of an embodiment of the invention taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawing, wherein the single ?gure 
shows a cross-sectional view of the tunable coaxial line 
resonator forming an embodiment of this invention. 

Referring to the ?gure, there is shown a tunable coaxial 
line resonator comprising an outer conductor 1 and an 
inner conductor 2 concentric therewith and spaced there 
from. One end of the coaxial line may be shorted as 
shown at 3. At the open end of the line there is shown 
a movable conductive cap which is positioned over a 
portion of the inner conductor 2 and makes contact with 
outer conductor 1 by means, such as wiper strips 5. The 
conductive cap, which may be considered a capacitive 
cap since it varies the capacitance between the inner and 
outer conductors, has a threaded portion 6 which co 
operates with a stationary threaded member 7, so that 
by rotating the cap, it is made to move longitudinally 
over the inner conductor 2. 
The inner conductor has grooves generally indicated 

at 8 ‘formed over a portion thereof to increase the in 
ductance of the line. A sleeve 9 having a ?ange 10 at 
one end thereof may be slidably mounted on the inner 
conductor 2. The electrical length, or the inductance of 
the line is varied by moving the sleeve over the inner 
conductor 2, thereby shorting out a given number of 
grooves. At the shorted end 3 of the coaxial line there 
is provided an opening 11 for accommodating an ad 
justing screw 12. The ?ange is provided with a tapped 
hole for engaging the screw 12 and controlling the move 
ment sleeve 9. 

Thus it is seen that tuning of the line is characterized 
by both capacitive and inductive adjustments; the capac 
itive adjustment by cap 4 and the inductive adjustment 
by sleeve 9. By virtue of the capacitive and inductive 
adjustment means, a somewhat greater frequency cover 
age is made possible. 

While we have described above the principles of our 
invention in connection with speci?c apparatus, it is 
to be clearly understood that this description is made only 
by way of example and not as a limitation of the scope 
of our invention as set forth in the objects thereof and 
in the accompanying claims. 
We claim: 
1. A tunable coaxial line comprising, an outer con 

ductor, an inner conductor concentric therewith and 
spaced therefrom, means for short-circuiting said line at 
one end thereof, a movable conductive cap positioned at 
the opposite end of said line over a portion of said inner 
conductor and contacting said outer conductor, whereby 
the capacity between said conductors may be varied by 
moving said cap over said inner conductor; said inner 
conductor having circumferential grooves formed over a 
portion thereof, to increase the inductance of said line, 
a sleeve ?tting snugly over a given portion of said grooves 
and moveable to short circuit a variable number of said 
grooves, whereby the electrical length of said line may 
be varied without increasing the physical length of said 
line. 

2. A tunable coaxial line comprising an outer con 
ductor, an inner conductor concentric therewith and 
spaced therefrom, means for shcrt-circuiting said line at 
one end thereof, a movable conductive cap positioned at 
the opposite end of said line over a portion of said inner 
conductor and contacting said outer conductor, whereby 
the capacity between said conductors may be varied by 
moving said cap over said inner conductor; said inner 
conductor having circumferential grooves formed over a 
portion thereof, to increase the inductance of said line, 
a sleeve ?tting snugly over a given portion of said grooves 
and movable to short circuit a variable number of said 
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grooves, whereby the electrical. length of said line may 
be varied without increasing the physical length of said 
line, said sleeve having a ?ange at one end extending 
radially outwardly therefrom, and means for longitu~ 
dinally moving said sleeve over said grooves comprising 
a threaded member extending into the space between 
said outer and inner members, and threadedly engaging 
a hole provided in said ?ange, and said threaded member 
?tting in an aperture provided at the shorted end of said 
line, whereby said threaded member may be adjusted 
externally of said line to move the sleeve longitudinally 
along said inner conductor. 
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